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MONTE CHIARO VILLA

1760

In Siena, a great Tuscan Villa and Organic Winery

Montechiaro Estates is located 10 km from Siena. It lies
on 160 Ha of land, 10 of which are vineyards surrounded
by 2000 olive trees.
The panoramic views are outstanding, particularly the
view of Siena in the distance and the panoramic view of
rolling hills with vineyards and olive groves.
The Montechiaro' s villa was built in XVII century (1760)
by Bianchi Bandinelli' s family and later the Griccioli's
family acquired it thanks to the motherly branch.
The building has an imposing dimension: the front, which
overlooks the big garden, is composed of two floors
decorated with frames. In the middle of the front is
located the main door, set within a semicircular arch. The
building conserved the same appearance from the age of
Romagnoli, who painted the villa with the garden and the
adjacent grove.
The estate also has a small neo-classical chapel. The front
of the building is defined by a tympanum and columns.

THE GRICCIOLI FAMILY
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Grigio da Barberino, the origins.

Grigio da Barberino di Val d'Elsa, the forefather of the
Griccioli family, was born in 1345. His descendants and
family members served in the highest offices of the
Florence Republic since XIV century and they moved to
Siena in 1720. Stefano di Grigio and Orlando di Stefano
di Grigio became Priores of the Florence Lordship.
As a passionate wine producer, chef, qualified Sommelier
(Wset, Ais), and photographer, Alessandro opens the
doors of the 'family owned' Small Boutique Organic
Winery in Chianti.
Since 2005 he implemented a general modernization of
the traditional company structures and established the
new brand Montechiaro ANNO DOMINI 345.
Since 2020, after Alessandro met her soulmate Melissa,
who runs a horse racing Stud, (Scuderia Melissa Cipriani),
the two collaborate together in order to create a wine
and horse experience, maching their two big passions.
t

ORGANIC REVOLUTION

2005

Alessandro Griccioli, Winemaker

Alessandro is born in Siena in 1979. After a degree in
environmental Econom,y he completed the prestigious
MBA in Wine Marketing & Management at the
Bordeaux Wine Institute, INSEEC.
As a passionate wine producer, chef, qualified Sommelier
(Wset, Ais), and photographer, Alessandro opens the doors
of the 'family owned' Small Boutique Organic Winery in
Chianti.
Since 2005 he implemented a new organic approach to
the Chianti valorization with the new brand Montechiaro
ANNO DOMINI 345.
Organic grape-growing is arduous and requires more
hours of manual labor. Since 2010, the fruit of our
commitment has been healthy, beautiful grapes. Organic
vineyards teem with life. Their robust roots dig deep and
they express a real connection with the land. Organic
farming is the means but the quality is the end. Organic
winemaking is the natural culmination of a quest to
achieve the greatest expression of the land. Respect for
nature is the best tool for obtaining grapes rich with life
and expressive potential. The balance between humankind
and nature is at the heart of sustainable wines that have a
deep connection to the land where they are made.

OUR GRAPES

UNIQUE TUSCAN HERITAGE
SANGIOVESE & RARE GRAPES

Our mission is to preserve and enhance our historic
Chianti grape heritage. We focus to valorize the
Sangiovese in purity but also conserving the original
Chianti grape varieties blend.
.
The winemaking in Montechiaro is 300 years old.
Montechiaro estate, by the Griccioli Family since 1720, is
situated at the top of a picturesque hill 5 km from Siena
with amazing views of the Chianti region. Alessandro, the
last generation, has enhanced the centenarian grape
heritage, focusing on Sangiovese and rare native grapes
such as Canaiolo, Colorino, Malvasia Nera, Foglia Tonda,
Barsaglina e Ciliegiolo. Our white grape selection meets
the Tuscan tradition with Trebbiano and Malvasia Bianca,
and experimentation with the french Viognier and the
rare Manzoni (Riesling X Pinot Blanc).
This fusion of history, passion, and art is supported by an
organic philosophy to create the highest expression of
the Siena’s Colli Chianti DOCG. A traditional winemaking
process, in the natural nineteenth cellar, valorizes our
unique soil rich in clay-limestone and sedimentary sand
with marine fossils.

ORGANIC FARMING

OUR WINES
Organic Wines, fruit of terroir and passion

OUR WINE BRANDS:

A N N O

D O M I N I

ANNO DOMINI'345
TRADITIONAL WINES

ARTELIQUIDA
CREATIVE WINES

PREMIUM WINES
SUPERTUSCAN & BRUNELLO

CHIANTI COLLI
SENESI DOCG

CHIANTI COLLI
SENESI RISERVA
DOCG

CHIANTI HERITAGE
HISTORIC VARIETIES
EASY DRINKING

SANGIOVESE
ELEGANCE
MINERALITY
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D O M I N I

ANNO DOMINI'345
TRADITIONAL WINES

CHIANTI
COLLI SENESI
DOCG

CHIANTI
COLLI SENESI
RISERVA DOCG

ORGANIC CERTIFIED

Our traditional Chianti blend represents the best expression of
the Siena’s Hills terroir. In the center of a breathtaking
landscape, our organic philosophy enhances the real essence of
the historic Chianti’s ampelographic heritage. Our Colli Senesi
honores a niche production of native vines focusing on quality
and respect of the territory. This nectar reflect the essence of
the real Tuscan culture, where wine is an essential element to
valorize the meal all the days.

Our Chianti Riserva expresses all the essence of the Siena hills’
terroir, marrying a rare marine soil and a perfect diurnal range.
Here the best bunches give us an iconic interpretation of
Sangiovese with an extraordinary balance and aging potential.
We select carefully organic grapes from the coolest sites of the
estate to enhance the wine elegance. This Riserva honors our
territory with this highly selective, limited production destined
to mature several years in the bottle.

GRAPE VARIETY: Sangiovese 75%, Canaiolo 5%, Colorino 5%, Malvasia
Nera 5%, Foglia Tonda 5%, Barsaglina 5%.

GRAPE VARIETY: Sangiovese 100%
WINEMAKING & AGING
Manual harvest with small crates. Immediate destemming and soft
pressing. 18 days maceration in concrete vats. 10 days fermentation in
steel vats. Aging: 24 months in Tonneaux, 2nd, 3rd year. 6600 bottles.
Alcool: 13,5 % Vol.

WINEMAKING & AGING
Manual harvest with small crates. Immediate destemming and soft
pressing. 18 days -maceration in concrete vats. 10 days fermentation in
steel vats. Aging: 12 months in Tonneaux, 2nd, 3nd year. 15000 bottles.
Alcool: 13,5 % Vol.
TASTING PROFILE
Color: Bright ruby color.
Aromas: the nose is intense, fruity, and balsamic with notes of
cinnamon, rose, and raspberry.
Taste: On the palate is harmonious, dry, salty, and mildly tannic.
Serving Temperature: 16 ° C

TASTING PROFILE
Color: Intense ruby color.
Aromas: The nose is elegant with aromas of chocolate, dark cherry,
myrtle, and sweet spices.
Taste: On the palate is perfectly balanced, tastefully mineral, and
persistent with a varietal orange-flavored finish.
Serving Temperature: 16 ° C

FOOD PAIRING
The Colli Senesi style is characterized by elegance, freshness, and
orange flavors, so is perfect for salami, pecorino cheese, tomatoes
bruschetta, lasagne, wine sauce tagliatelle.

FOOD PAIRING
The Reserva’s style matches perfectly structure and acidity, so it pairs
well with raw sausages or tartare, duck ragout, carbonara pasta,
mushroom lasagna, pecorino cheese, and Chianina steak.
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ANNO DOMINI'345
TRADITIONAL WINES

IGT TOSCANA
ROSATO

VINSANTO DEL
CHIANTI DOC

A N N O
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ANNO DOMINI'345
TRADITIONAL WINES

ROSÈ
IGT TOSCANA
ROSATO

VINSANTO
DEL CHIANTI
DOC

Our Rosé is the result of our best selection of from Sangiovese,
and the rare Malvasia Nera. The Saignée involves in extracting
fluid from the vats of our best red grape selection. Sangiovese
gives structure and Malvasia Nera brings intensity and perfumes.
This fine Tuscan Rosé, which represents the feminine soul of our
Chianti, is the perfect wine for an aperitif by the pool.

ORGANIC CERTIFIED

This legendary wine is the result of the selection of Trebbiano and
Malvasia grapes, gathered late in the harvest, and dried in the cellar
to sustain the long ageing process. The oxidation gives up to the
Vinsanto an incredible complexity, an ample bouquet, and a perfect
balance between sweetness and freshness.
GRAPE VARIETY: Trebbiano 60%, Malvasia bianca 40%.

GRAPE VARIETY: Sangiovese 50%, Malvasia Nera 50%

WINEMAKING & AGING
Manual picking of the best grapes in baskets, selecting first the Trebbiano
for his natural acidity and then the overripen Malvasia to assure sugar and
aromas concentration. Withering a ventilated Vinsantaia for 90 days. Soft
pressing and fermentation in small chestnut casks with a "mother" of
indigenous yeasts. Aging continues naturally for 3/4 years. 2000 bottles.
Alcohol: 16% Vol.

WINEMAKING & AGING
Manuale Harvest with small crates. Immediate destemming and soft
pressing. 12 hours of maceration in concrete vats. 10 days of
fermentation in steel vats. Aging: 6 months in steel vats. 2000 bottles.
Alcohol: 13,5 % Vol.
TASTING PROFILE
Color: Bright pale salmon.
Aromas: The nose is elegant with aromas of pink grapefruit, orange,
rose, strawberry, and cinnamon.
Taste: The palate is fresh, tasty, and perfectly balanced with a citrusyflavored, mouth-watering finish.
Serving Temperature: 12 ° C

TASTING NOTES
Color: bright amber color with golden reflections.
Aromas: intense and complex aroma,of fig, date jam, toasted almonds,
candied apricot, and honey.
Taste: On the palate the wine is perfectly balanced, showing freshness,
residual sugar, and a tasty finish.
Serving Temperature: 16 ° C

FOOD PAIRING
The Tuscan Rosato style matches structure with acidity and express
perfectly the saltiness of the soil. Our rosée matches perfectly with
Caprese, pizza with burrata, tomato fish soup, Chianina carpaccio,
seafood and shellfish, Siena’s Ribollita.

FOOD PAIRING
It typically pairs well with traditional Sienese pastries (Cantucci, Ricciarelli,
and Pan Forte) but also with blue cheeses, chocolate, zabaglione, and
Catalan cream. History also matches it with the Tuscan liver paté.
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ANNO DOMINI'345
TRADITIONAL WINES

ARTELIQUIDA
BIANCO
IGT TOSCANA
WHITE WINE

ARTELIQUIDA
ROSSO
IGT TOSCANA

MALVASIA NERA

ARTELIQUIDA
CREATIVE WINES

ARTELIQUIDA ROSSO
IGT TOSCANA

ARTELIQUIDA BIANCO
IGT TOSCANA
WHITE WINE

MALVASIA NERA

This Super Tuscan white connects Tuscan heritage and rare grape
varieties, blending Trebbiano and Malvasia Bianca, with the French
Viognier, and the rare Manzoni (RieslingxPinot Bianco). Arteliquida
is an artwork where Trebbiano, represents the backbone,
Malvasia, the body, Viognier, perfumes and roundness, and the
Manzoni (RieslingxPinot Blanc) the aromatic profile. The label
reinterprets the concept of a glass and a bottle, intertwining them
in the very same shape, simultaneously an emptying bottle and a
refilling glass.
GRAPE VARIETY: Trebbiano 30%, Malvasia bianca 30%, Viognier 30%,
Manzoni bianco 10%.
WINEMAKING & PAIRING
Manual Harvest with small crates. Immediate destemming and
criomaceration. Fermentation in steel vats and separate agin in steel and
slightly roasted Tonneaux for 12 months. 3300 bottles. Alcohol: 13% Vol.
TASTING PROFILE
Color: Straw yellow trimmed by golden reflexes.
Aromas: On the nose, it offers a bouquet of pineapple, apricot, and
grapefruit with herbal notes of thyme and basil.
Taste: The palate is fresh and balanced and the finish explodes in a chalky
minerality.
Serving Temperature: 16 ° C

ORGANIC CERTIFIED

Arteliquida Rosso joins the single-vineyard rare Malvasia Nera,
with the contemporary artwork by Eugenia Vanni, where a
mosaic moon represents the legendary knowledge about the
influence of moon phases in the winemaking process. Our small
cru enhances the varietal characteristics of Tempranillo, which
here presents a unique freshness and minerality typical of the
Chianti terroir.
GRAPE VARIETY: Malvasia Nera 100% (Tempranillo)
WINEMAKING & AGING
Manual Harvest with small crates. Immediate destemming and soft
pressing. 15 days of maceration in concrete vats. 10 days of fermentation
in steel vats. Aging: 18 months in slightly roasted Tonneaux and 6 months
in the bottle. 5400 bottles- Alcool: 13.5% Vol.
TASTING PROFILE
Color: Brilliant ruby color with purple nuances.
Aromas: On the nose, it offers a bouquet of blackberry, black pepper,
licorice, and dark chocolate, with fine balsamic notes.
Taste: The palate is tasty and tannic, with a smooth mouthfeel and a fluid
acidity.
Serving Temperature: 18 ° C

FOOD PAIRING
It pairs perfectly with creamy cheese e burrata, shrimp,s and mayonnaise,
white truffle or pesto pasta, chicken ragout, oysters and lobster with lard.

ARTELIQUIDA
CREATIVE WINES

FOOD PAIRING
The Malvasia Nera grape expresses an unique fresh elegance balancing
acidity with its natural important body so it pairs perfectly with black
pepper salami, truffle pecorino, rabbit ragù with herbs, Tartare with
quail’s egg, lamb ribs, pork fillet, T – Bone Florentina steak.

PRIMUM VINUM
IGT TOSCANA
SUPERTUSCAN

BRUNELLO DI
MONTALCINO
DOCG

SIGNATURE WINES
SUPERTUSCAN & BRUNELLO

PRIMUM VINUM
IGT TOSCANA

BRUNELLO DI
MONTALCINO
DOCG

SUPERTUSCAN

ORGANIC CERTIFIED

The Primum Vinum is our estate’s signature wine, destined to
express the full potential of our oldest Sangiovese vines and the
importance of historic knowledge as fundamental assets to
respect and valorize the terroir. This interpretation of
Supertuscan represents the flagship of our organic philosophy
finalized to enhance our king grape variety and his aging
potential.

Our Brunello, benefits from one of the best terroirs in the world. In
Montalcino, the soil alternates clays, marine sands, and Santa Fiora
stones, originating from the extinct volcano on Monte Amiata.
Thanks to a unique Alpine-Mediterranean climate and lateripening seasons, the Sangiovese can express its best varietal
characteristics, creating long-aging wines
GRAPES VARIETY: Sangiovese Grosso 100%

GRAPE VARIETY: Sangiovese 100%
WINEMAKING & AGING
Two separate harvest period. Manual harvesting with small crates. 20%
of the best bunches are dried in baskets for 25 days. Skin maceration
for 18 days in concrete vats. Fermentation for 10 days in steel vats.
Aging for 24 m
TASTING PROFILE
Color: Deep ruby color with garnet nuances.
Aromas: On the nose, it offers a bouquet of blackberry, cloves,
eucalyptus, and coffee, with notes of tobacco and chocolate.
Taste: The palate is round and full-bodied, with elegant tannins and a
fruity and balsamic finish.
Serving Temperature: 18°c
FOOD & WINES
.t pairs with deer ragout, fillet with truffle, blue cheese, roasted lamb,
Peposo (black pepper stew), game meat in "Dolce Forte" sauce.

WINEMAKING & AGING
Selection by east Montalcino vineyards, altitude from 480 to 560 mslm.
Harvesting method: Manual in small crates. Immediate destemming and
soft pressing. Aging: 30 months (minimum 24 months) in 25/32 hectolitre
Slavonia and Allier oak barrels, with ageing in bottles for at least 8 months.
3000 bottles. Alcool: 13,5% Vol.
TASTING PROFILE
Color: bright and vibrant garnet color
Aromas: the nose offers hints of dried rose, forest floor, sweet-spicy,
balsamic herbs and black cherry under spirits.
Taste: in the palate it is elegant and velvety, with refined tannins, vibrant
acidity and a perfectly balanced finish.
FOOD PAIRING
Our Brunello is a triumph of flavors and elegance, enjoyable also just
released especially if paired with, deer with bluebarry sauces, fillet with
black truffle, wildboar with juniper, roasted lamb, and steak.

PREMIUM WINES
SUPERTUSCAN & BRUNELLO

OUR EXPERIENCE
live an unforgettable life

HARVESTING

WINE TOURS

WINE TASTING

TRUFFLE HUNTING

HORSE RIDING

COOKING CLASS

CHIANINA EXPERIENCE

OUR TYPICAL FOOD
PASTA, CHEESE & RAGU

'

OUR VILLAS
Enjoy the best Chiantishire view

LA TORRE

LA CAPANNA

LA CAPANNINA

PASTA, CHEESE & RAGU

'

WINE CLUB
EXPERIENCES
SCAN & BOOK!

WWW.MONTECHIAROWINES.COM

SCAN & JOIN US!

PASTA, CHEESE & RAGU
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